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SYNOPSIS
The Bilderberg Club is a political thriller — blurring the lines of conspiracy theory and conspiracy
reality. This fictional examination of the actual Bilderberg Group enlightens audiences, while
quenching their thirst for knowledge about the “shadow one world government.”
The audience faces a world of intrigue as they meet the diverse group, consisting of media moguls,
scientists, leading business people and even representatives of the pharmaceutical industry that are
secretly steering the world economy and the lives of billions. The movie features meetings of the
steering committee of the Bilderberg Club. The Bilderberger’s, headed by Dr. Samantha Klein (Allison
Arngrim), seem to have little consideration for human life as they plan to create a new world banking
system that will be partially funded by the profits of the laboratory-created swine flu.
The newest member of the Bilderberg Club, pharmaceutical industry representative Alanis Rogers
(Corinne Spicer), seems to be the only one believing in a higher power. She is a Christian that raises
concern about the moral impact of genetic engineering and population control, which is sanctioned,
promoted and implemented by the Bilderberg Club.
As the Bilderberger’s can’t figure out which member to trust they examine each other’s past,
discovering romantic trysts, deceitful alliances. Some members even open themselves up to ultimate
betrayals.
Starring:
Alison Arngrim (Little House On the Praire), Frank Mottek (award-winning News Anchor), Chris M.
Allport (Pirates of the Caribbean), Julia Alexander (Star Child: The Chosen One), Corinne Spicer
(Flirting with Morty)
Featuring:
Vida Ghaffari (Mind of Mencia), John Macaray (Hard Four), Josh Covitt (Rock Obama: The Barack
Obama Musical) and Jeanne Russell (Dennis The Menace, The Birds).
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Cast Biographies
Alison Arngrim — Dr. Samantha Klein
Internationally recognized as nasty “Nellie Oleson” in Little House on the Prairie,
Alison’s dominant filmic persona of yester-yore has finally caught up with her in
adulthood! She was pleased to hear that she had been cast at the head of a world
domination organization!
While Alison’s on-camera qualities are entreatingly devilish and her fans “love to hate
her,” Alison’s off-camera life is rich with charitable giving. She is a figured head for
PROTECT, APLA and is internationally know for her advocacy work for children’s
rights and HIV causes. www.hgd.com/Alison

FRANK MOTTEK — Harold Bauer
Playing the role of The Bilderberg’s media mogul, Frank is a real-life, award-winning
broadcast journalist with more than 25 years of experience. He currently anchors the
business reports on CBS station KNX 1070 NEWSRADIO. Frank has won numerous
awards from the AP, UPI, RTNDA, L.A. Press Club and the Radio-TV News Association of
Southern California including two Golden Mikes, one for radio and one for television
reporting in Los Angeles.
On national television, starting at the age of 26, Frank was the substitute stock market
anchor for Paul Kangas on PBS’ The Nightly Business Report. He has also been a reporter
and business news anchor in Los Angeles on the KTLA Channel 5 News @ 10 and the
Emmy-Award winning KTLA Morning News. Frank is frequently called to lead some of
the highest profile business discussions including economic forecast events for the Los
Angeles County Economic Development Corporation, California State Forum, The Milken Institute, UCLA
Anderson School of Management, and the Association for Corporate Growth.
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Chris M. Allport — Benjamin Vaughn / Director
Award winning actor and director, Chris M. Allport is recognized for his performances
as "Tootles" in Peter Pan and the Pirates, “Casper the Ghost,” “Edsel the Dinosaur”
and numerous other Disney characters. Chris is also affectionately known as a singing
gallows pirate in Pirates of the Caribbean: At World’s End, and was featured on the
soundtrack by Hans Zimmer. As a vocalist and actor, Chris has performed with the
Pasadena Symphony, LA Philharmonic and LA Opera. Other recent performances
include “Francois, King of the Beggars,” in The Hunchback of Notre Dame, and the NY
stage where he starred as “Prince Florizel” in LoveStreet Theatre’s adaptation of The
Winter’s Tale. Recently, Chris record The Prayer (available on iTunes) with Ariana
Richards (Jurassic Park).
Chris has produced and directed for Culture Clash, The Richard Carpenter Band and
The Democratic National Convention. As executive producer and director, he is bringing audiences a fresh new
cartoon series entitled, What’s Wrong With Me Dr. Cranston? Past documentary films include All the Sins of the
Past (Africa), Divided Lines and the award-winning Life is too Short to Sing Badly.
www.AllportProductions.com
JULIA DIANA ALEXANDER — Katie Schmidt / Writer
Julia’s European background has led her to be cast in a wide range of roles from Miss
America to Detective Sanders in the sci-fi series Star Child: The Chosen One. As a
journalist, she has hosted many political discussions for On-Point, Fresh Perspective
(Crush TV) and has interviewed a number of Hollywood legends in print for Hollywood
Scriptwriter Magazine.
Julia’s intrigue with conspiracy theory combined with her fresh, relevant perspective on
politics and current events opened the door for her to create The Bilderberg Club, while she
was finishing her Master degree in Communications.
www.JuliaAlexander.com
VIDA GHAFFARI — Sara James
Vida has starred in numerous films. She recently played an Iraqi wife in Comedy
Central's Mind of Mencia and has performed in many plays at Hollywood venues such as
the Zephyr Theatre. With a strong background in comedy, she has performed at The
Improv and, Second City. Vida has starred in several of Joe Castro's cult films. In
addition, she is currently the voice of Singular magazine and Fidelity Investments.
As a print journalist, she has written for the Iran Times International and Namak
Magazine as well as many local papers in Washington DC. She has worked as a host on
exclusive film premieres and galas for the MaximoTV and has also been an on-air talent
for ATV's Andisheh, Cinema Now and City of Angels shows. www.vidaghaffari.com
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JOSH COVITT— Jonathan Whittman
Josh has worked steadily on screen and stage for the past 10 years. The Fringe Report
(UK) called his comedy style “relaxed, cerebral, and highly-original” and Variety called
his 2007 mini one-man show, SHOVITT, “hilarious” and “captivating.” Josh is also the
creator of the online comedy sketch group “The Attack!,” whose viral videos received
over 3-million hits. His Talk to Kids PSA won the Crackle.com 2008 Moving Targets
sketch comedy contest and his Huckabee Girl political parody video was featured on
CNN and on CNN.com. He is also developing a web-series with Sony Television.

Corinne Spicer — Alanis Rogers
In addition to acting, Corinne is working in various aspects of the movie industry —
including casting and production. While a student in the advanced classes at Howard Fine
Studios, she studied with Uta Hagen and has also studied with Amy Lyndon in her Master
Class. Corinne has been in several theatrical productions in LA including working Flirting
With Morty (with Dorian Harewood) at The ACME, and the world premiere of The Trojan
Pie at the Lillian. Corinne has been featured in numerous indies and is to be working on
the set of The Bilderberg Club.

John Macaray— Agent Jack “The Enforcer” Hatcher
Already a local celebrity in the Studio City community, Martial Artist, John Macaray
is well known as the owner of SouthLand Opticians (industry optical shop); and “the
best eye guy in town” not only to local residents but to CBS Studio Center as well,
where he has created specialty eyewear for use in numerous television and movie
productions. One day while crafting eyewear for another production, Mr. Macaray’s
genial persona was plucked from real-life and thrown into a co-starring role in the
comedy Hard Four, next to the likes of Ed Begley Jr., Ed Asner, and Paula Prentiss.

Jeanne Russell — Carolyn Kott
After her breakout role in Alfred Hitchcock’s The Birds. Ms. Russell established
herself as a Hollywood leading lady by co-starring for four years in the original hit TV
series, Dennis the Menace, in the role of Margaret. Jeanne left Hollywood to establish a
successful practice as a Doctor of Chiropractic in Toluca Lake. Intrigued by conspiracy
theories, Ms. Russell was pleased to be asked by Mr. Allport to join the cast of The
Bilderberg Club. On national press tours, she was recently featured on Entertainment
Tonight, an NBC Primetime Special on child actors and even on an A&E special, where
she discussed her history as a child star.
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